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WHAT DO FISHES HAVE IN COMMON WITH 

THE DESERT SAND DUNES? 

SHAPES OF NATURE: SHAPES OF NATURE: 
PATTERNS EVERYWHERE…..PATTERNS EVERYWHERE…..

A FIRST ANSWER…A FIRST ANSWER…A FIRST ANSWER…A FIRST ANSWER…

NOTHING AT ALL
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Such scenarios - although belonging to very different worlds - might 

be explained within a common theoretical framework?

Questions as

A NOT SO OBVIOUS ANSWER……A NOT SO OBVIOUS ANSWER……

“Do these patterns really have anything in common?”“Do these patterns really have anything in common?”“Do these patterns really have anything in common?”“Do these patterns really have anything in common?”

“How do these patterns arise?”“How do these patterns arise?”

have produced stimulating researches  in the mathematical field of 

nonlinear dynamics, with the aim of understanding and describing the 

constitutive mechanisms underlying such kind of processes.



A FIRST METHODOLOGICAL ANSWER……A FIRST METHODOLOGICAL ANSWER……

In the monumental book 

“On growth and form”, 

with a beautiful merging of 

natural history, biology, 

Sir D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson

natural history, biology, 

mathematics and physics, 

Thompson put together all 

that was then  known 

about patterns and forms 

in nature……

…..paving the way for the scientific understanding of the 

mechanisms underlying plant and  animal pattern formation.



Thompson suggestively describes the problem of biological form            

at many levels of organisation

“ON GROWTH  AND FORM”“ON GROWTH  AND FORM”

and aims to apply mathematics and physics in a descriptive way



“ON GROWTH  AND FORM”“ON GROWTH  AND FORM”

This precious description of the mathematical beauty of nature deeply 

fascinated Alan Turing and highly contributed to the birth of the 

mathematical  theory of morphogenesis.



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION

I PROPOSE TO CONSIDER 

THE QUESTION, 

“CAN MACHINES THINK?”

After the Second Wold’s war, Alan Turing - already well 

known in the field of mathematical logic and cryptology -

began working on the project ‘building a brain’ focussed on 

the construction of an electronic computer.  



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION

Growing interest in the brain structure and in 

the problem of its biological development 

In 1948 and in 1950 when Turing published two papers 

highlighting the relation between

genes and brain human mind 

and computer



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION

Two years later……



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION

Turing proposed a hypothetical chemical reaction that could spontaneously 

break the symmetry in an initially uniform mixture of chemical compounds. 

Such symmetry breaking - triggered by random disturbances - could Such symmetry breaking - triggered by random disturbances - could 

occur because of the interplay of two main processes - reaction and 

diffusion - involving certain chemical ‘species

diffusion is the 
action of spreading 
chemicals through 

the tissue

reaction is the 
process that creates 

and destroys such 
chemicals 



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION

Turing evocatively called these chemicals 

morphogens, choosing the word morphogen 

‘to convey the idea of a form producer’.

The related chemical system is called a 

Turing’s analysis showed that, by properly choosing system 

kinetics, it was possible to obtain a steady state that -

although stable in the absence of diffusion - could become 

unstable when diffusion was introduced.

The related chemical system is called a 

reaction-diffusion system.



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION

Turing’s results appeared in a certain sense 

counterintuitive since diffusion usually acts  as a 

stabilizing and a homogenizing process. 

the interplay of two stabilizing processes can cause 

instability and lead to the arising of spatial structures 

Turing’s revolutionary intuition



ALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATIONALAN TURING AND PATTERN FORMATION

Turing’s diffusion-driven  instability is now universally 

recognized as one of the leading mechanisms of spatial 

self-organization in reaction diffusion systems

CHEMISTRY  CHEMISTRY  BIOLOGY  BIOLOGY  

extensive studies in a variety of different applied contexts



TURING THEORY AND BIOLOGY  TURING THEORY AND BIOLOGY  

The existence of Turing patterns in biology has been a long-debated 

question. However, the possible application of Turing’s mechanism has 

recently been pointed out for some concrete biological situations.

SOME PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES…..  

Lack of robustness – sensitivity to initial conditions  

The scale-invariance question



A suitable refinement of the Turing’s model is needed

…..AND HOW TO OVERCOME THEM  

increasing the complexity of the Turing’s paradigm, 

This is not surprising since Turing itself was well aware that, 

because of the many simplifications, his model represented a 

severe  approximation of a real biological system

increasing the complexity of the Turing’s paradigm, 

drive the system towards an higher degree of realism



…..AND HOW TO OVERCOME THEM  

Turing knew that the attempt to fully explain something 

as complex as the patterning in developing systems with a 

simple two-equation model was rather utopian….

…..and that further more realistic refinements to its 

model would be needed to deeply understand the general 

features related to the growth of form in nature.



TURING THEORY AND CHEMISTRY  TURING THEORY AND CHEMISTRY  

Within the chemical context, experiments can be performed 

under strictly controllable conditions and the relevant 

The special role of chemistry….  The special role of chemistry….  

parameters can be manipulated in order to generate patterns. 

Chemical systems can hence provide rigorous experimental validation of 

Turing theoretical predictions and have become a privileged tool in order 

to elucidate fundamental issues about pattern formation.



TURING THEORY AND CHEMISTRY  TURING THEORY AND CHEMISTRY  

Since Turing predicted diffusion-driven instability, it took almost 40 

years for Turing patterns to be created in a real chemical reaction.

De Kepper’s group 
1990’s  1990’s  

Motif stationnaire observé 
dans un système chimique



TURING THEORY AND CHEMISTRY  TURING THEORY AND CHEMISTRY  

In the chemical context, a great deal of work has led to the 

validation of the ideas of Turing providing tangible validation of the ideas of Turing providing tangible 

examples of the fruitful interplay between mathematical 

modeling - with its analytical and numerical results - and the 

experimental validation of those results. 



AN  INNOVATIVE  COMBINATIONAN  INNOVATIVE  COMBINATION

TURING THEORY TURING THEORY AND ELECTRODEPOSITIONAND ELECTRODEPOSITION

ELECTROCHEMICAL ELECTROCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS 

MATHEMATICAL MODELLINGMATHEMATICAL MODELLING

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

IInterdisciplinaritynterdisciplinarity



ELECTRODEPOSITION: THE  PROCESSELECTRODEPOSITION: THE  PROCESS

Electrodeposition is the 

process of coating a metal process of coating a metal 

object with a thin layer of 

another metal by means of 

electrolysis. 



The object to be coated is connected to the negative 
terminal of an electric battery and becomes the cathode. 

A container is filled with a solution of a salt of the 
metal that is to form the coating. 

ELECTRODEPOSITION: THE  PROCESSELECTRODEPOSITION: THE  PROCESS

terminal of an electric battery and becomes the cathode. 
The metal bar is connected to the positive terminal of 
the electric battery and becomes the anode.

When electric power is applied, the bath gives its metal 
content to the surface of the cathode. This coating forms an 
alloy with the metal of the cathode.



ELECTRODEPOSITION: THE MANY “PRO”ELECTRODEPOSITION: THE MANY “PRO”

Economically important low cost

Technically important 

Applications

flexibility 

huge range 



ELECTRODEPOSITION

ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL

Metal 
Au, Cr, Cu, Zn … 

Object 
= 

Cathode 

INDUSTRIAL DEVICES



ELECTRODEPOSITION: THE MANY “PRO”ELECTRODEPOSITION: THE MANY “PRO”

Economically important low cost

Technically important 

Applications

flexibility 

huge range 



� Energetics (fuel cells, batteries)
� Biological and chemical sensors
� Electronic fabrication (interconnects in 

semiconductor devices)

ELECTRODEPOSITION: THE MANY “PRO”ELECTRODEPOSITION: THE MANY “PRO”

Electronic fabrication (interconnects in 
semiconductor devices)

� Biomedical materials (prostheses and 
implants)

� Corrosion protection (automotive; 
aeronautic; naval technology; electronic 
devices) 

� Surface nobilitation/decoration (silver 
plating, Au plating, jewellery)

� Heritage (preserving ancient materials)



EVERYDAY   ELECTRODEPOSITION  PRODUCTSEVERYDAY   ELECTRODEPOSITION  PRODUCTS



Greek coin V a.C. Tesoretto Saturo (TA)

ARCHEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS ARCHEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 

after electrodeposition 

Yellow Yellow = silver residuals
BluBlu= corrosion products

TAC

<< crescenti con 4 globi >>



Alloy electrodeposition processes have been shown to exhibit 

electrokinetic instability that can led to compositional heterogeneity 

in the electrodeposit bulk 

ELECTROCHEMICAL INSTABILITYELECTROCHEMICAL INSTABILITY



ELECTRODEPOSITION:   ELECTRODEPOSITION:   
EXPERIMENTAL PATTERNS EXPERIMENTAL PATTERNS 



THE QUESTIONTHE QUESTION

IS A  “THEORETICAL” CONTROL 

ELECTRODEPOSITION: ELECTRODEPOSITION: 
STUDY MOTIVATION  STUDY MOTIVATION  

IS A  “THEORETICAL” CONTROL 

STRATEGY OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL 

“EXPERIMENTAL” PATTERNS  

POSSIBLE? 



ELECTRODEPOSITION: ELECTRODEPOSITION: 
STUDY MOTIVATION  STUDY MOTIVATION  

OUR ANSWER  OUR ANSWER  OUR ANSWER  OUR ANSWER  

RATIONALIZE  THE FORMATION OF MORPHOLOGICAL 

PATTERNS   IN  ELECTRODEPOSITION  BY THE MEANS OF A  

REACTION-DIFFUSION  MODEL COUPLING MORPHOLOGY 

AND SURFACE CHEMISTRY  THROUGH FLEXIBLE AND 

PHYSICALLY STRAIGHTFORWARD SOURCE TERMS 



THE MATHEMATICAL MODELTHE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The mathematical model we consider is 

with zero-flux b.c.

and with initial conditions given by



THE SOURCES TERMS THE SOURCES TERMS 

Nonlinear reaction terms  f and g account for generation (deposit) 
and loss (corrosion) of the relevant material. 

localisation of the ECD process effects on the ECD rate of 
surface chemistry

adsorption rate desorption rate



THE  MATHEMATICAL MODEL (DIB)THE  MATHEMATICAL MODEL (DIB)

The mathematical model we consider is 

where

(*)  B.Bozzini, D.Lacitignola, I.Sgura “(*)  B.Bozzini, D.Lacitignola, I.Sgura “Spatio-Temporal Organisation in Alloy Electrodeposition: a Morphochemical 
Mathematical Model and its Experimental Validation”, ”, Journal of Solid State Electrochemistry 17(2), 467-479 2013



MATHEMATICS MATHEMATICS BEHIND BEHIND 
TURING PATTERNS  TURING PATTERNS  

LINEAR STABILITY 
ANALYSIS

NON LINEAR BIFURCATION 
ANALYSIS

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

bifurcation thresholds for 

the arising of the diffusion-

driven instability

characterization  of the 

morphological structures 

expected at the  onset of 

instability.

Numerical approximation of 

the pde solutions



PATTERN FORMATION              PATTERN FORMATION              
TURING INSTABILITY TURING INSTABILITY 

For the morphochemical model, Turing space  is bounded by the following  

inequalities: 

with

(*)  (*)  B.BozziniB.Bozzini, , D.LacitignolaD.Lacitignola,  ,  I.SguraI.Sgura ““Spatio-temporal organization in a morphochemical electrodeposition model: Hopf
and Turing instabilities and their interplay”, Euro. J. of Applied Mathematics  26(2), pp. 143–173, , 2015



In the Turing Region R1, 

formation of stationary 

PATTERN FORMATION              PATTERN FORMATION              
TURING INSTABILITY TURING INSTABILITY 

formation of stationary 

spatial patterns is hence 

expected because of the 

interaction between the 

nonlinear reaction terms 

and the diffusion process.



SPATIOTEMPORAL DYNAMICS                                          SPATIOTEMPORAL DYNAMICS                                          

(*)  (*)  B.BozziniB.Bozzini, , D.LacitignolaD.Lacitignola,  ,  I.SguraI.Sgura ““Spatio-temporal organization in a morphochemical electrodeposition model: 
analysis and numerical simulation of spiral waves”, Acta Applicandae Mathematicae , , 2015



SEGMENTATION OF THE  TURING REGION SEGMENTATION OF THE  TURING REGION 



COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS               COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS               



COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS               COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS               

PARAMETER  IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS

PDE CONSTRAINED 
OPTIMIZATION 

Structured electrodeposit 

can be described by 

Turing patterns



COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS               COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS               

Unstructured electrodeposit can be 

described by Turing-Hopf  patterns

(*) (*) I.SguraI.Sgura and and B.BozziniB.Bozzini, “, “XRF map identification problems based on a PDE electrodeposition model ”, 
J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50, 2017



NEW METAL AIR BATTERIES 

TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES  TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES  

«GREEN» ELECTROCHEMISTRY  

B. B. BozziniBozzini, D. , D. LacitignolaLacitignola, , I.SguraI.Sgura, “, “Frequency as the greenest additive for metal plating: 
mathematical and experimental study of forcing voltage effects on electrochemical growth dynamics”, 
Int J Electrochem Sci 6, 4553 – 4571, 2011

D.LacitignolaD.Lacitignola, B. , B. BozziniBozzini, , M.FrittelliM.Frittelli, , I.SguraI.Sgura, “, “Turing pattern formation on the sphere for a 
morphochemical reaction-diffusion model for electrodeposition”, Comm. in Nonlin. Sc. and 
Numerical Simulation, 2017



Morphological control is crucial 

� to the energetic efficiency of the recharge process 

� to the durability of the energy storage device. 

OPTIMIZATION OF NOVEL METALOPTIMIZATION OF NOVEL METAL--AIR FLOW BATTERIES   AIR FLOW BATTERIES   

electrodeposition of zinc into copper spherical supports

reaction-diffusion system for metal 

electrodeposition  on spherical domains



PATTERN SELECTION AT THE ONSET OF INSTABILITY PATTERN SELECTION AT THE ONSET OF INSTABILITY 
NONLINEAR BIFURCATION THEORYNONLINEAR BIFURCATION THEORY



OPTIMIZATION OF NOVEL METALOPTIMIZATION OF NOVEL METAL--AIR FLOW BATTERIES   AIR FLOW BATTERIES   



Technological requirement: obtaining smoothsmooth metallicmetallic filmsfilms

GREEN ELECTROCHEMISTRY: GREEN ELECTROCHEMISTRY: 
EFFECTS OF THE PERIODIC FORCINGEFFECTS OF THE PERIODIC FORCING

effects on pattern suppression of a periodic driving force, 

with fixed amplitude and variable frequency.with fixed amplitude and variable frequency.



GREEN ELECTROCHEMISTRY: GREEN ELECTROCHEMISTRY: 
EFFECTS OF THE PERIODIC FORCINGEFFECTS OF THE PERIODIC FORCING

We  investigate the behaviours of model solutions when 

the frequency ω varies in a range corresponding to 

classical experimental situations. 

The other parameters of the model are fixed in 

correspondence of the worst morphological 

instability situation of the unforced case, namely 

we focus on spatial patterns exhibiting only spots.   



FREQUENCYFREQUENCY--DEPENDENT ASYMPTOTIC SCENARIOSDEPENDENT ASYMPTOTIC SCENARIOS

Numerical simulations for long-time approximations identify four 

qualitatively  different ― asymptotic ω scenarios, corresponding 

to four ranges of  frequency ω. 



DEPENDENCE OF MORPHOLOGY ON FREQUENCYDEPENDENCE OF MORPHOLOGY ON FREQUENCY



EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONSEXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS



IS A IS A “GREEN” “GREEN” ELECTROPLATING POSSIBLE?ELECTROPLATING POSSIBLE?

An applied forcing term 

green solutionsgreen solutions to problems traditionally attacked 

with the use of nonnon--sustainable chemistriessustainable chemistries. 



IS A “GREEN” ELECTROPLATING POSSIBLE?IS A “GREEN” ELECTROPLATING POSSIBLE?

B.BozziniB.Bozzini, , D.LacitignolaD.Lacitignola, , I.SguraI.Sgura, “, “Levelling of electrodeposits can be achieved by applying a small 
forcing voltage”, USA Products Finishing Magazine, March 2012



RESEARCH TEAM RESEARCH TEAM 




